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CHAPTER 5-COTTON 
Ned Doxey, cotton cropper. 

Two-thirds of the cotton farms are small. 

Farms gt·owing cotton 

Perc.en.t 
1 hale or less____________________________ 16 

2 bales or lesR--------------------------- 29 
3 bales or less--------------------------- 39 
4 bales or less--------------------------- 48 
5 bales or less___________________________ 55 

6 hales or lesR--------------------------- 60 
7 bales ot· less___________________________ 69 

The most intensive cotton area. 
j),.). 

The high cost of poultry production makes Jim A very a borderline 
case from the standpoint of profitable farming; without off-farm 
work and past savings, he would not be nearly as well off as he is. 
Many farmers do not have these advantages, and many of them are 
still lower down on the economic scale. 

Ned Doxey is one. Ned grows cotton in tha.t wonderfully produc
tive area in northwest Mississippi where the Father of Waters has 
deposited layer on layer of soil as rich as that laid down by the Nile 
in Egypt. He and his wife Sarah are both descendants of slave 
families on plantations lower do·wn on the river before the Civil 
War. They have never been outside of Mississippi and don't want 
to be. But their two older boys, Lester and Howard, live in New 
York, and their daughter Miranda has just married a young Phila
delphia preacher, tmd a third son, Adam, has made it clear that as 
soon as he gets old enough he is going to leave and get a job some
where else too. 

The striking progress made in American agriculture has passed by 
Ned and Sarah Doxey, as it has some 11,4 million other families 
making up well over a third of the 3.3 million commercial farmers 
in the United States; unless you want to say that the better op
portunities opened to Lester and Howard and Miranda are an in
direct outcome of changes in agriculture, which is true, since in the 
old days the young Doxeys would probably have stayed where they 
were. 

These 11,4 million families are the ones earning less than $2,500 a 
year from the sale of farm products. The Census divides them 
into two groups. A fa.rmer is listed in Economic Class V if he 
earns $1,200 to $2,499 from the farm. He is in Economic Class VI if 
his· farm ea.rnings are between $250 and $1,199, provided he does 
not work 100 days or more off the farm during the year or receive 
more income from. outside sources than from fnrm snles, in which 
cnse he would not be considered a commercial fn.rmer by the Census 
but a. part-time, noncommercial farmer. 

The farm families with incomes under $2,500 are scattered pretty 
well all over the United States, but there a.re more of them in the 
South than anywhere else. Nearly two-thirds of the 525,000 com
mercial cotton farms in the United States in 1954 were in that cate
gory, and there were more cotton farms than any other type at the 
Class V and Class VI levels. Most of them are in the old Cotton Belt 
States east of the Mississippi River. 

The part of Mississippi where Ned Doxey lives is in the Delta 
area, one of the main cotton regions in .the United States. This 
long narrow strip is now more intensively planted to cotton than 
almost any other part of the country; more thnn 8 out of 10 farms 
(}'row cotton and about 87 cents of every dollar of farm income is 
b 

from cotton sales. The cotton farms include some of the best and 
the biggest, but also. half of the smallest, with the lowest incomes. 
In fact 53 percent of the cotton farms there were in Classes V and 
VI in 1954, but they produced only 19 percent of the Delta area 
cotton. By contrast, less than. 3 out of every 100 cotton farms were 
in Economic Class I (over $25,000 a year farm income), but they 
accounted for more than 26 of every 100 bales produced. 
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Typical cropper family. 

A meager home and a meager diet. 

Most of the cotton growers in Ned's economic group in the Delta 
area are Negroes and more than a third are croppers. A cropper is 
different from a crop-share tenant ·who pays a share of the crop in lieu 
of cash rent but normally provides his own equipment, livestock, feed, 
and so on. The cropper furnishes none of these things. He gives 
half the proceeds of crop sales to the landlord, who in turn furnishes 
not only house and land but power, equipment, feed, and usually half 
the fertilizer. The cropper contributes only his labor. In effect, 
he is a hired worker ·who shares the risk of crop and price failures 
but is reasonably sure of having a roof over his head, though it may 
be a leaky one. 

Of 28 acres in the farm Ned Doxey works, 17 are in harvested crop
land-about 11 in cotton, most of the rest in corn. He normally 
produces considerably less than a bale to the acre, and it is practically 
his sole source of income; few cotton farmers in this region have any 
outside work and very few croppers earn more than a pittance from 
selling any product other than cotton. Ned's total farm income in 
1954 was a little over $1,700. Half of this went to the landlord. Out 
of his own share he had to pay around $160 for his half of the ferti
lizer bill and some extra help at cotton picking time. His year's 
income, then, "ms about $700 plus a four-room house rent-free, wood 
he could cut for the kitchen stove, an outdoor toilet, a shed for a couple 
dozen chickens, another for some of the landlord's farm equipment, 
a pigpen in which he sometimes ha.d a pig, and space for a garden 
where he could grow some vegetables. 

Because he is a cropper and not a cash-rent tenant farmer or an 
owner, Ned's situation does not fairly represent tha.t of Economic 
Class V farmers in general. Many would have been somewhat 
better off financially, even after deducting expenses, which in Ned's 
case were met almost entirely by the landlord. 

The Doxeys' small frame house was old, and not in very good condi
tion, but it was home, and Sarah kept it neat and clean. Up to a 
short time ago they still used kerosene lamps; now they have electric 
lights but no other conveniences except an antique car bought second
hand years ago and a radio which the two older boys sent them the 
Christmas after the electricity went in. Sarah nurses a secret hope 
that some Christmas the children might chip in for a washing 
machine. 

Sarah is a good enough cook, but the diet of the Doxeys does not 
give much chance for variety. Cornbread and syrup and salt pork 
are staples; eggs, unless they are sold to get a little cash; some fresh 
meat for a while when a pig is killed; now and then a hen in the 
pot, or occasionally a fried chicken; blackeyed peas; sometimes 
collards cooked ·with a hit of salt pork. Perhaps the limited, ra.ther 
meager diet is one reason why Ned and Sarah seem older than their 
a.ctual age, the midforties. This is younger than the median age 
of farmers in the United States, but people in the Doxeys' position 
tend to die young, having few of the comforts of life, sketchy medica1 
care, and too little education to know much about the fundamentals of 
health. Neither Ned nor Sarah got through grade school. The three 
older children did, and young Adam, influenced by the preacher 
brother-in-law, even thinks he is going to go to high school. 
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Changes are on the way. 

Cotton demands much labor. 

The boll weevil arrives. 

POPULAR REPORT 

orne of the Doxeys' n ighbors do better from the food standpoint. 
There is a growing awareness of the inadequacy of the traditional 
di t, and some landlords believe it pays to help their cropper families 
get a cow, pig: and chickens, have an adequate garden, and raise some 
hay and feed. It is good for the landlord, good for the tenants, 
good for the land. This attitude is part of the widespread change 
that has been going on in the South, bnt Ned's ln,ndlord has not yet 
got around to it. 

The cluwaes that have oc urred in cotton production result from 
the efforts of growers to cope with problems of great magnitude and 
diffi ulty, of whi h three are outstanding: the problem of labor, the 
problem of the boll weevil, the problem of competition. All of them 
together have brou<Tht a series of interrelated adjustments that are by 
no means ended. 

Before 1793 cotton wn an impractical curiosity because s parating 
the fiber from the eed by hand involved so much lnbor. Then E li 
Whitney invented the ·otton gin to do the work mechanica11y. The 
United States became the world produc.tion center, England, the 
mnnufa turing and trading center, for n, vast industry. 

The produ ·tion of cotton was voracious in its ]a,bor demands. 
Preparing the oi l, planting the crop, we ding, chopping (thinning) 
all required a huge amount of work; nnd worst of all was picking 
the cotton by hand, ca,reful fingers pulling the lock or bunch of fiber 
from each boll as cleanly as possible with a minimum of adhering 
trash. Thi problem was solved fir t by indentured htbor, then by 
importing slaves from Africa and developing the plantation system. 

The abolition of lavery in the sixties nullified that solution and 
made it necessary to start over again . The South went through an 
agony of readjustment, and it was many years before cotton produc
tion was again :functioning smoothly, with the cropper system to 
provide an ample supply of chettp labor. 

In 1892, just 99 years after Eli Whitney knocked down one hurdle, 
an inconspicuous little insect not more than a quarter of an inch long 
tunbled up from Mexico to set up another. The boll weevil has a 
wicked, piercing snout. It feeds almost ntirely on the cotton plant. 
It likes to tmvel in sea.rch of its favorite food. The female lays her 
eggs in the squares (blossoms) or the young boll, which then falls off 
the plant in six or seven days. She lives only t\ month at most, during 
which she lnys up to ROO eo·gs. There may be as mnny as seven 
generations in one season. 
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And brings tragedy. 

Changes caused by an insect. 

A blessing in disguise. 

MILLIONS 

30 

25 

20 

15 
1920 '25 '30 '35 '40 '45 '50 '55 

Within 30 years after the first weevi l immigrant crossed the border 
near Brownsville, Texas, the inse t had overrun almost the whole 

otton Belt.. The re ults were catastrophi . Production dropped 
25, 50, even 90 percent a few years after the little weevils wandered 
into ltn area. Growers went. bankrupt, farms were abandoned, banks 
failed, trade and industry .stagnated, credit dried up, workers went 
north. This was the plight to whi h a small persistent insect reduced 
a land solely dependent on a single crop, Ameri a's greatest cash 
rop nnd one of her main exports. 

As the outh eventually adjusted to the changes brought about 
by the Civil War, so it has been adju ting to this situation. Partly 
because the b<>ll weevil does not survive cold winters or thrive :in 
dry areas, it did not become e tablished in western otton-O'rowing 
region (they have pests of their own, however) ; so production has 
tended to move northward in the oriO':inal Cotton Belt and westward 
across Texas and Oldahoma into New Mexi o, Arizona, and Califor
nia. Georgia, the Carolinas, Alabama, Louisiana, and Arkansas are 
now far less d pendent on otton than they used to be. In fa t only 
in Mis i ippi and Alabama is cotton till the major source of farm 
income; in the form r case largely becau e of the natural advantaiYeS 
of the hill and alluvial areas in the northwestern part of the tate. 
Even in Missi sippi, however, the larger-s al growers are diversi
fying their production con iderably, addino- more livestock, hay, 
oybeans, and other crops, though uch changes have hardly beo-un 

to filter down to the little fellows 1 ike Ned Doxey. 

E lsewhere in the Southeast other types of farming- livestock, 
peanuts, broil r production, for xample- are taking hold more 
and more exten ively to rei lace otton. In Georgia, 81 p rcent of 
the farms ·were producing cotton in 1930; in 1954, only 4 percent. 
In outh Carolina in the ame period the percentage dropped from 
83 to 61 per ent, in Louisiana from 80 to 46 percent, in North aro
lina from 54 to 29 percent. Not only ha farming improved as a 
result of these changes; the region has also been developing indus
tl·ially so that in many areas there are increased opportunities for 
nonfarm employment. The South may be ompared to a man who 
has lutd a bad heart attack. If he surviv , he may be healthier and 
stronger than ever and also take better care of himself. The shock 
of boll weevils or heart attacks may be looked on as warnings of 
som£'thing basically wrong that needs to be corrected. 
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A challenge that brought progress. 

Advance of mechanization. 

Cotton picking the biggest hurdle. 

Man-hours for harvesting 1 acre of cotton 

Delta, Miss.: 
Hand picking____________ _______ ______ 100 
Machine picking____________________ __ 5 

High P lains, Texas: 
Hand snapping________________ __ ______ 24 
Mach.i.ne stt1pping____ ________________ 1. 3 

Development of the mechanical picker. 

POPULAR REPORT 

Also, through various ·ultural practi es and the use of insecticides, 
cienti ts and growers have learned mu h more a.bout ombating 

not only this in ect but a host of others that eem to find the cotton 
plant sp ·ial ly d li ·ious. Some of the newer in ect poisons are 
parti ularly etfe tive. Growers like Ned Dox y wn.tch the cotton 
pat h arefnlly for boll w evil infestation, and if it is bad enough, 
plod up and down the row with small hand or wheelbarrow or one
mule du ters. Th bigger-scale grower us multiple-row tra tor
drawn equipm nt, or if the acreage is large enough, contract to have 
the dustin()' done by airplanes, a swift and rather hair-raising oper
ation with mall planes skimming 11 few feet off the ground tt·afing 
the in e ts with clouds of poison at the mte of 350 acres an hour. 
Even so, boll >veevils have not been eradicated, a.nd in the weevil 
territory otton yields are more uneven from year to year than before 
the advent of the we vil; and the gu rrilla warfare is expensive, 
n.dding ~1 O'ood deal to the cost of production. 

Use of large-scale equipm nt for in ect and disease control is part 
of the a celeratinO' trend toward mechanization of cotton O'rowing. 
In the earlier days ·when labor was plentiful and cheap there was 
no need to me hanize production; in fact it might have created a 
tremendous problem of surplus workers. Also, there was no use 
in mechanizinG' soil preparation, planting, cultivation, weedin<Y, 
thinning as long as an army of pickers had to be on hand to harvest 
the rop as the Doxeys do by finger -power, trailing a lon<Y ba<Y into 
which they stuff the white fluffy locks, and manaO'ing to pick, say, 
150 pounds of seed cotton a worker lt day, which means about a third 
of that much lin t after ginning. Then the field has to be gone over 
perhaps three times to o-et the later-rip ning cotton. Ned does well 
if he can do an acre in less than 70 hours. 

Farther west in Texas and Oklahoma they developed a faster 
method, napping the whole boll off the plant inste11d of carefully 
picking the lo ks from the bur. By snapping, a worker can averaO'e 
perhaps a hundred pounds more eed cotton a day than by picking ; 
but since it includes much more tt~ash, the O'ra.de is lower. Then in 
1914 someone in northwest Texas got the idea of attaching a 
piece of picket fence to a sled and dragging it through the field. 
The plants got cau<Yht between the pickets and the cotton was 
stripped off as the sled moved along. Gradually this crude device 
was elaborated and perfected until today tractor-mounted mechan
ical strippers are widely used in western areas where level land 
is well adapted to machinery. 

Though efforts to develop a mechanical picker (as distinguished 
from a stripper) go ba k to 1895, they were not operationa11y and 
·ommercially successful until a few years ago. The Census does not 
collect figures on either strippers or pickers, but their use has been 
rapidly in reasing where cotton is grown on larO'e acreages and the 
topography is suitable. This i pat'ti ularly true in the West, but 
the Delta region too is using mechnnical pickers. The revolving 
steel spind les of this machine, which are kept wet, are pushed into 
the cotton plants on both sides; they catch and wind the fibers of the 
lock much as you might wind a lock of hair around your own finger, 
and persuasively tug it out of the boll. Then the fiber is mechan
ically doffed from the spindles and lifted or blown into a container. 
A one-row pi ker can cover as much as eight acres a day and harvest 
as much as 5,000 pounds (10 bales), the exact amount depending on 
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Completely mechanized production 
possible. 

,The westward shift. 

• 1919: 
5.3 MILLION BALES 

• 1954 
8.7 MILLION BALES 

• 1919: 
6.1 MILLION BALES 

• 1954 
4.3 MILLION BALES 

yield and other conditions; and a two-row machine picks 50 to 75 
percent more. ometimes the cotton O'rades are lower than hand
picked, but even so the machine saves time and money. 

There are certain requirements. The plant should be specially 
adapted to machine picking (breeding takes care of that) and it 
should be completely stripped of leaves before the picking begins 
or the cotton would be mixed with green trash very hard to eliminate. 
The latter requirement has been met by development of chemical 
defoliants, which are dusted or sprayed on, sometimes by airplane, 
and make the leaves drop as effectively as the coming of winter. 

These developments furnish another example of the combination 
of biology, chemistry, me hanics--agriculture and industry- nature 
and man- which is o potent a mixture for solving and creating 
problems. The mixture is finally bringing cotton- which, with to
bacco, is about the last holdout- into the fold of mechanized produc
tion. Cotton can now be produced and harvested like corn entirely 
by machine, without the use of hands except at throttles and levers. 

The present significance of this revolution, at least for United 
States producers, is perhaps connected chiefly with that third major 
problem, competition, which we have not yet defined. It has two 
aspe ts. First, the competition of other otton-producing countries 
has in recent years been cutting deeply into United States export 
trade on the basis of lower prices. Second, synthetic fibers, notably 
rayon, have progressively been apturing a laro-er and laro-er share 
of the fabrics market from the "natural" fibers. Experts generally 
agree that if cotton is to regain a.ny of this lost ground, or forestall 
further losses, it must be on the ba i of lower produ tion osts 
a.nd the development of fabrics with qualities equal or superior, in 
the consumer's judgment, to cet•tain special qualities of competing 
synthetics. 

Cotton is moving West. Unless adequate small-scale equipment 
can be developed, mechanization will probably continue to pull cot
ton westward away from the eastern areas of hills and small fields 
(and boll weevils) to the level western land admirably suited to 
large- cale machinery. Half of the cotton crop in 1954 came from 
Oklahomn, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and California, and in at 
least three-fifths of the area it was grown under irrigation, which 
produces exceptional yields. The number of cotton farms had been 
reduced during the past 25 years or so in a number of the eastern 
States. The contribution made by cotton to the farm income of these 
States decreased accordingly. By contrast, in California, cotton 
contributed only 4 percent of the farm income in 1929 but more thnn 
12 percent in 1954; in Arizona, 38 percent in 1929, 50 percent in 1954; 
in New Mexico, 17 percent in 1929, 38 percent in 1954. In the High 
Plains are!\ of Texas the acreage in irrigated cotton doubled between 
1950 and 1954. The consequen e was a shnrp decrease in total acre
ao-e but an increase in produ tion- and in the number of Economic 
Clas I otton farms. 

The Delta regi6n where the Doxey live is very much in this pic
ture and has been adapting to chnnged onditions and practi e . 
The bigger f1trms, some of them a thousand ~tcres or more, u e tra tors 
for plowing, planting, cultivnting, thinnino-; tractor or airplanes 
for dusting; mechanicnl pickers; and in some en es, flame for weed-
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A past that is disappearing. 

THOUSANDS 

POPULAR REPORT 

ing, Mississippi having been the first State to try this method with 
cotton. "Multiple Units" (plantations using the cropper system) f:l,re 
in some cases being reorganized into single units using hired labor in
stead of croppers-a development made possible by machinery. In 
1954 the acreage in cotton in Mississippi was 51 percent less than in 
1929, the period just before Government price supports and acreage 
controls began, but production was only 17 percent less. 

Meanwhile only one out of four farmers in the Doxeys' economic 
group owns even a mule, let alone a tractor. Ned and Sarah belong 
to a past that for better or worse is disappearing. Even between 
the two most recent Agriculture Censuses, 1950 and 1954, the number 
of cotton farmers in Mississippi decreased by 18 percent-mostly the 
little fellows. Perhaps in a sense the Doxeys too are adapting to 
changed conditions, through their children, who have new horizons 
and a new outlook; but as individuals Ned and Sarah are chips 
circling in an eddy off from the main current. Busy about 200 days 
of the year, they are idle the rest. The opportunities for outside 
work where they live are limited. Always they are desperately 
poor. When they die the tradition of generations will be broken; 
there will be no more of their direct line on the land. 
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